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Abstract� We demonstrate new methods for the control of DNA hybridiza�
tion� formation of a loop with a protective strand is used to inhibit hybridiza�
tion� and a DNA catalyst that opens the loop is used to catalyse hybridization�
A combination of inhibition and catalysis will allow control of the bonds formed
between elements of a self�assembled structure� We also demonstrate a new
class of nanomachine� made of DNA and using the hybridization of DNA as a
source of chemical energy to produce repeated movement�

�� Introduction

The free energy released by hybridization of two DNA strands depends sensi�
tively on their base sequences� it is possible to �nd large sets of quasi�orthogonal
strands within which only strands with completely complementary sequences will
form stable duplexes ���� This speci�city may be exploited to implement massively
parallel computational schemes ���� Hybridization of DNA also has great poten�
tial for the engineering of nanostructures� complicated two� and three� dimensional
structures have been made entirely from DNA ��� �� �� and DNA tags have been
used to bind colloidal particles together ��� 	�� The range of potential uses for DNA
structures was increased by the demonstration of DNA�templated growth of metal
wires �
� and semiconductor nanocrystals ��� and of a DNA device in which con�
formational changes may be induced by changing the bu�er solution ����� In this
paper we contribute to the exploration of DNA as an engineering material in two
ways ����� we demonstrate catalytic control of the hybridization of complementary
strands	 a technique which may lead to new strategies for self�assembly� and we
introduce a new class of active DNA devices that use DNA both as a structural
material and as a fuel�

�� Protected SelfAssembly

The speci�city of DNA hybridization may be exploited to control the inter�
actions between very large numbers of DNA�tagged nanoscale objects as shown
schematically in Figure 
�a�� each bond is formed by the hybridization of comple�
mentary tags� First demonstrations of DNA�controlled self�assembly have been only
partially successful in creating ordered structures	 however ��� ��� A fundamental
problem arises when it is necessary to make more than one bond to incorporate
an object into the designed structure	 and when more than one object is tagged
with the same DNA sequence� in this very general case the �nal structure may not
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Figure �� �a� Self�assembly by hybridization of DNA tags at�
tached to colloidal particles� �b� A defect is about to be created
because the tags are not unique� the circular element has already
been linked to two diamonds and will form only two of the three
bonds required to hold it in place correctly� �c� Protected self as�
sembly� hybridization is inhibited by secondary loop structure and
catalysed at the growing surface of the device�

be uniquely determined� Figure 
�b� illustrates this problem� the circle that has
arrived at the growing surface of the structure is about to be incorporated at a site
anked by three diamonds	 but a pre�existing bond between the circle and another
diamond will prevent proper insertion� Slow growth at a temperature near the
melting point of the duplex DNA strands linking particles will reduce the concen�
tration of defects ��� but quasi�reversible growth is necessarily slow� a simulation
of two�dimensional self�assembly found an inverse relationship between growth rate
and the expected size of error�free structures ����� We propose an alternative tech�
nique	 protected self�assembly	 which is shown schematically in Figure 
�c�� This
strategy has two key elements� �i� protect DNA tags from hybridization with their
complements by the formation of metastable secondary structure� �ii� catalyse hy�
bridization when the strands arrive at the designed location on the growing surface
of the self�assembled structure� As we describe below	 we have demonstrated both
protection and catalysis by using auxiliary DNA strands both to inhibit hybridiza�
tion by loop formation and to catalyse hybridization by loop opening�
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Figure �� Reactions in which the hybridization of two comple�
mentary strands is inhibited by a protection strand	 already hy�
bridized to one of them�

���� Metastable secondary structure� We begin this section by discussing
the simple strand�displacement reaction shown in Figure ��a�� Hybridization be�
tween complementary strands S and S is inhibited by a protection strand P 	 a
truncated copy of S which has already hybridized to S� Bases in the overhang
section of S	 which are unpaired in the initial state	 are hybridized in the SS
duplex	 reducing the free energy of the �nal state and driving the reaction to near�
completion� Strand displacement is initiated by hybridization at the overhang and
procedes by branch migration	 a random walk of the junction between the compet�
ing strands S and P until strand P is completely displaced ����� The nucleation
of a hybridized region joining S and S is an activated process ���� and for oligonu�
cleotide lengths relevant to the self�assembly applications considered here �� 
���
is rate�limiting ���� ��� ���� For overhang lengths greater than � bases the pres�
ence of strand P has little e�ect on the rate of reaction between strands S and
S ��	� and the rate constant for this reaction is � 
��M��s�� ��
� giving a time to
half�completion of �
s for 
�M reactant concentrations� In this con�guration the
protection strand is ine�ective at inhibiting hybridization between S and S�

Our strategy for inhibiting hybridization between complementary strands is
shown in Figure ��b� and �c�� The protection strand Q is designed to hybridize
with strand L to form a loop� Table 
 gives the base sequences for the system
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that we have studied� Q consists of �� bases and hybridizes with 
��base sections
at either end of ���base strand L� The reaction of the QL complex with the com�
plementary strand L	 shown in Figure ��b� is driven by the free energy released
by hybridization of the �� unpaired bases in the belly of the loop� Although we
expect that hybridization between L and L will be readily initiated at unpaired
bases near the centre of L its progression is inhibited by the protection strand in
two ways� Hybridization of two strands of DNA requires that one be twisted around
the other to form a double helix	 so for the reaction between L and L to proceed
the ends of L must be threaded through the aperture of the loop� Although single�
stranded DNA is relatively exible �it has a persistence length only �� bases at 
M
salt concentration ���� ���� the loop opening is small �� �� �A� and this process
is hindered� The perimeter of the loop is less than half the persistence length of
double�stranded DNA ���� ��� so hybridization of more than approximately half
of the bases in the loop creates strain that can only be relieved by opening the
loop� Both of these factors mean that in this con�guration the protection strand
is e�ective in inhibiting the reaction between L and L even thought the initial and
�nal states are designed to di�er by �� base pairs or ���kcal�mol ����a�

We use dye labels TET ��� tetrachloro uorescein phosphoramidite� and TAM�
RA �carboxy tetramethyl rhodamine� on the ends of strand Q to follow the reaction
shown in Figure ��b�� TET has an emission spectrum which overlaps the absorp�
tion spectrum of TAMRA� resonant F�orster energy transfer from TET to TAMRA
quenches uorescence from TET with an e�ciency that depends on the inverse sixth
power of the separation between the dyes ����� The ends of Q are further apart
in the QL complex than in the random coil con�guration of displaced Q	 so the
TET uorescence is quenched as the reaction proceeds� Figure ��a� shows the time�
dependence of the uorescence intensity after adding L to the QL complex with

�M reactant concentrations The second�order rate constant for this reactionbc is
�������M��s�� corresponding to a time to half�completion of ���� 
��s�

Figure ��c� shows an even more e�ective protection strategy� both strands L
and L are protected �complex QL is complementary to complex QL�� Strands L

aWe estimate the free energy di�erence between initial and �nal states using �Mfold� sec�
ondary structure prediction software 	��� ��
� The predicted corrections to the free energies of
the initial and �nal states due to unintended secondary structure are approximately equal so the
estimated energy di�erence between these states is equal to the di�erence between the designed
numbers of base pairs ��� multiplied by the mean energy per base pair ����� kcal mol�� at
��C 	��
�

bStandard reaction conditions for all experiments described in this paper were T � ��C in
SPSC bu�er� �mM Na�HPO� and �M NaCl at pH ����

cTET �uorescence was excited with the �����nm line of an argon ion laser and selected by an
interference �lter with bandpass �nm centred at ��nm� Strands L and L were titrated against Q
using dye quenching as an indicator 	��
� TET emission increases as L is added to Q until the Q�L

reaction is complete� emission decreases again as L is displaced from the QL complex by addition
of L �the reactants were annealed for � minutes at ��C after each addition of L�� We estimate
an error of �� in determining relative concentrations� Absolute concentrations were obtained
from uv absorption measurements by the commercial supplier of the oligonucleotides� from our

measurements of relative concentrations we estimate that the error in absolute concentrations is
of order ��� Reactants �L and the QL complex� were mixed to give equal initial concentrations c
� ��M� The reaction was followed for ��s� after which the reactants were annealed for � minutes
at ��C to check that the reaction was complete and to determine the �uorescence intensity at
the end point I�� The second�order rate constant for this reaction k� was obtained by �tting
the �uorescence intensity decay curve to the function I�t� � �Io � I�� � �� � k�ct� � I� which is
appropriate for a second�order reaction between reactants of equal concentration�
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Figure �� Time�dependence of TET uorescence during reac�
tions in which Q is displaced from a loop complex �initial reac�
tant concentration 
�M�� The ends of strand Q are labelled with
dyes TET and TAMRA� when Q is displaced from the loop com�
plex it assumes a random coil con�guration and the TET uores�
cence is quenched by resonant F�orster energy transfer from TET
to TAMRA� The residual quenched intensity from free Q has been
subtracted	 so the the data plotted is directly proportional to the
concentration of the loop complex� Solid lines are �ts assuming
second�order kinetics� a� QL�L� Q�LL� b� QL��L� Q�LL�

catalysed by �����MM � c� QL��L� Q�LL� catalysed by 
�M
M

and L now cannot twist around each other without opening at least one of the
loops� We have established a lower limit to the time to half�completion for reaction
between the complexes at ��M concentration of � � 
��s� In this reaction the
uorescence intensity increases with time because the ends of strand Q are further
apart when it is hybridized with Q than in the QL complex� The time�dependence
of the uorescence during this reaction is not well represented by either �rst� or
second�order decay kinetics�

We have established above that it is possible to increase the reaction time for
hybridization of complementary strands of DNA by �ve orders of magnitude by
use of secondary loop structures as shown in Figure ��b� and �c�� To complete the
demonstration of the elements of our strategy for protected self�assembly we must
now show that it is possible to catalyse hybridization of the protected strands at
the growing surface of a self�assembled structure�

���� Catalysis by DNA� Figure � shows how we have implemented catalytic

control of the reaction shown in Figure ��b�� Strand L
�

has been extended by a

��base overhang section which gives catalyst M a toehold� Strand M is comple�

mentary to a section of L
�

starting with � bases at the overhang section	 continuing

with a 
��base section which competes with strand Q for binding to L
�

	 and ending
with a 
��base section that hybridizes to the �rst 
� bases of the belly of the loop
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Figure �� Catalysis of the reaction of a DNA loop with a com�
plementary strand of DNA�
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Figure �� Reaction rate constant as a function of the concentra�
tion of DNA catalyst M relative to that of the other reactants

��Q� � �L� � �L
�

� � 
�M��

formed in the QL
�

complex� Hybridization of M to the overhang section of L
�

is

unimpeded by the presence of Q� M then displaces half of Q from L
�

and thereby

opens the loop� Once the loop is open	 hybridization of strand L to L
�

is no longer
impeded� L displacesM �regenerating the catalyst� and completes the displacement
of Q�

Figure ��b� and �c� are uorescence decay curves for reactions catalysed by two
di�erent concentrations of the catalyst M � Figure � shows the dependence of the
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reaction rate constantd on the concentration of the catalystM for �Q� � �L� � �L
�

� �

�M� At low concentrations ofM the increase in the reaction rate is approximately
proportional to �M �� The maximum reaction rate	 ��� faster than the uncatalysed
rate	 occurs for a stoichiometric quantity ��M ��
�M�� this corresponds to a reaction
time to half�completion of 
��s� At higher catalyst concentrations the reaction slows
signi�cantly by ����� this suggests that excess catalyst may act as a competitive
inhibitor� Binding of excess M to short complementary sequences away from the

intended position on L
�

is possible and would impede hybridization with L	 but
the maximum free energy of hybridization �estimated to be �� kcal mol�� using
�Mfold� secondary structure prediction software ���� ���� is insu�cent to form a
stable complex�

���� Implementation of Protected SelfAssembly� We have shown above
that we are able to use a DNA strand to catalyse the hybridization of strands
whose interaction is otherwise inhibited by designed secondary loop structure� We
have therefore demonstrated the two key types of control required to implement
protected self�assembly� we may both inhibit and reactivate the hybridization of
complementary strands of DNA�

Our strategy for the implementation of protected self�assembly is to ensure
that all DNA tags attached to elements of the structure are initially protected from
hybridization by the formation of secondary loops� After growth has been initiated	
either by thermal activation or by seeding with a small number of catalyst strands	
each hybridization reaction that links a new element to the growing structure will
release the sequence required to catalyze the formation of the next bond from a
protected position in a loop� Research on the use of this catalytic control of DNA
by DNA to produce an ordered self�assembled structure is in progress�

�� Molecular Tweezers

The �rst active DNA device relied on a B�Z phase transition �from a right� to
a left�handed double helix� of a short DNA duplex� the transition was induced by
a change in the composition of the bu�er solution ����� We introduce a new type
of active device in which the hybridization of DNA is used as a source of chemical
energy to produce motion�

The structure of the machine in its open state is shown schematically in Fig�
ure ��a�� The machine has two sti� arms formed by hybridization of 
��base sections
of strands B and C with complementary sequences at the ends of strand A� A four�
base single�stranded region at the centre of A	 between strands B and C	 acts as
a hinge� the machine looks like a pair of tweezers� Strands B and C are �� bases
long� the remaining ���base portions of B and C	 which are used to bind the fuel
strand which closes the tweezers	 are unhybridized in the open state�

Figure ��b� shows how the tweezers are cycled between the open and closed
states using fuel and removal strands F and F � The ���base fuel strand F consists
of consecutive ���base sections which are complementary to the dangling ends of
B and C	 with an additional ��base overhang section� When F hybridizes with the

dRate constants were derived from �uorescence intensity decay curves as described above�

Error bars include uncertainties in relative concentrations and due to the curve �tting procedure�
they do not take into account the systematic error due to uncertainty in the absolute concentration
of the reactants which has no e�ect on the relative values of the rate constants� The decrease of
the rate constant at high catalyst concentrations is signi�cant�
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Figure �� �a� A schematic diagram of the molecular tweezers	
which are formed by hybridization of three strands of DNA� �b�
Cycling the molecular tweezers� Fuel strand F binds to the ends
of strands B and C to pull the tweezers closed� Removal strand F
displaces F from the tweezers to open them again�

unhybridized ends of strands B and C it pulls the ends of the tweezers together�
We estimate the force exerted from the average free energy of hybridization of a
complementary base pair ��
�� kcal mol�� at ���C ����� and the separation between
base pairs in single�stranded DNA �����nm ��	��� the ratio gives an average closing
force �
� pN which is consistent with the force required for mechanical separation
of double�stranded DNA ��
�� This force	 generated by a device made entirely
from DNA	 is at the upper end of the range of measured forces exerted by single�
molecule kinesin ���� ��� ��� and myosin ���� ��� motors� Removal strand F is
the complement of F � it hybridizes with F 	 starting at the overhang	 and removes
it from the machine� A double�stranded waste product is formed	 and the tweezers
are returned to the open state�

The base sequences chosen for the three strands are given in Table 
� The
tweezer structure is formed by mixing stoichiometric quantities of strands A	 B and
C at a concentration of 
�M in SPSC bu�er at ���C� Strand A	 like strand Q	 is
labelled at the �� and �� ends with dyes TET and TAMRA� Fluorescence quenching
is used as an indicator ���� to titrate strands B	 C	 F and F against A� As half
of A is straightened from a random coil by hybridization with B �or C� the mean
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Figure �� Cycling the molecular machine by successive addition
of fuel strand F and removal strand F � Dye labels on the ends of
the tweezer arms are closer together when the tweezers are pulled
closed by the F 	 resulting in uorescence quenching�

separation between the dye molecules on A increases leading to a �ve�fold increase
in the uorescence intensity� The cumulative e�ect of hybridization with both B
and C is an seven�fold increase in uorescence intensity in the open state� The
uorescence intensity drops by a factor of six when the tweezers are closed by the
addition of fuel strand F 	 and recovers on removal of F by a stoichiometric amount
of removal strand F � Figure � shows the uorescence intensity variation as the
tweezers are cycled seven times between the open and closed states by successive
additions of strands F and F � The switching time for the machine is approximately
��s�

The recovery of a high uorescence intensity after each cycle of closing and
opening indicates that the dye�labelled ends of A are relatively far apart� We
have used polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to check that strand A is still intact
after three such cycles� we deduce that the initial con�guration	 in which the two
halves of A are straightened by hybridization with B and C	 is recovered after
each cycle� The low uorescence intensity in the closed state tells us only that the
dyes are relatively close together� To test whether the duplex structures formed by
hydrogen bonding between A	 B and A	 C survive the force exerted by hybridization
with the fuel strand we have used an additional strand A	 the complement of
A	 to test the integrity of the machine by displacing B and C from A� In the
absence of other strands A hybridizes with A �producing an eight�fold increase in
uorescence intensity� with a time to half�completion of 
�s for �A���A� � 
�M�
When a stoichiometric quantity of A is introduced to pre�assembled tweezers in the
open state the time to half�completion for the reaction is increased to ����
�� s by
the need for thermally�activated displacement of parts of B and C from A before
hybridization with A can begin� The interaction of A with tweezers held in the
closed state is even slower	 by an order of magnitude	 than in the open state �time
to half�completion ��
�� s� the closed structure inhibits the winding and unwinding
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of strands that accompanies strand exchange� The high stability of the tweezers	
even in the closed state where the hinge region is likely to be strained	 indicates
that the A	 B and A	 C duplexes are not severely disrupted when the tweezers are
closed� We have also checked that when one of the tweezer components B	 C is left
out changes in uorescence intensity due to successive additions of F and F are
less than �� of the change achieved with the complete structure	 and that there is
no observable interaction between unhybridized strand A and either F or F � We
conclude that unanticipated interactions between strands are weak and that	 when
the machine is fully assembled	 the observed changes in uorescence intensity are
caused by the machine operating as designed�

�� Conclusions

We have demonstrated that hybridization between complementary strands of
DNAmay be inhibited by the deliberate formation of loop structures� Hybridization
may be triggered by the presence of a catalyst strand of DNA which opens the loop
by a strand�displacement reaction� Inhibition and catalysis of hybridization are key
elements of a strategy for protected self�assembly� DNA bonding between elements
of a self�assembled structure may be controlled by catalyst strands present at the
growing surface of the structure�

We have also demonstrated a simple nanomachine constructed of DNA that
uses DNA as a fuel� Our tweezer structure allows the separation between two dye
molecules to be changed repeatably on a nanometre length scale� a similar structure
could be used to investigate the interaction between chemically active components
attached to the ends of the tweezers or	 if combined with a DNA cage ���	 to alter�
nately hide and reveal a target molecule� More sophisticated devices based on this
principle may include	 for example	 levers made of the rigid double�crossover struc�
tures demonstrated by Seeman and co�workers ���� to increase the force exerted	
rotary motors in which the rotor is pulled sequentially to points spaced around a
stator	 and free�running machines using metastable DNA loops as fuel� Because the
binding between fuel and machine is sequence�speci�c the DNA strands that act as
fuel may also serve as information carriers to coordinate components of a complex
machine or to carry signals between machines� The use of DNA fuel allows precise
control of movements on a nanometre length scale without prodding by a scanning
microscope tip� it makes possible coordinated motion of between � and 
��
 �or
more� devices which may incorporate elements chosen for their biochemical	 optical
or electrical properties� Controlled motion provides exciting new degrees of freedom
in the design of nanostructure devices�
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Table �� Oligonucleotide Sequences

Name Sequencee

Q �� AATGAGGGTGACTTCGACCGTAAACGACGA ��

L �� AATGAGGGTGACTTCAACCTAGCGAGCGAACGTGCCAATTCTGATCTACTGTGTGGACCGTA

AACGACGA ��

L �� TCGTCGTTTACGGTCCACACAGTAGATCAGAATTGGCACGTTCGCTCGCTAGGTTGAAGTCA

CCCTCATT ��

L
�

�� GCATCTCTGGAATCGTCGTTTACGGTCCACACAGTAGATCAGAATTGGCACGTTCGCTCGCT

AGGTTGAAGTCACCCTCATT ��

M �� CTACTGTGTGGACCGTAAACGACGATTCCAG ��

A �� TGCCTTGTAAGAGCGACCATCAACCTGGAATGCTTCGGAT ��

B �� GGTCGCTCTTACAAGGCACTGGTAACAATCACGGTCTATGCG ��

C �� GGAGTCCTACTGTCTGAACTAACGATCCGAAGCATTCCAGGT ��

F �� CGCATAGACCGTGATTGTTACCAGCGTTAGTTCAGACAGTAGGACTCCTGC TACGA ��

eOligonucleotides were supplied by Integrated DNA Technolgies� Inc� strands A and Q were
HPLC puri�ed� other strands were PAGE puri�ed� Strands A and Q were dye labelled �� TET�
�� TAMRA �NHS ester hand tagged� by the manufacturer�
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